
 

 

 
 

4th

Kick off t

Foundation for Somalia 
activities (MIVA) project.
both male and female will have the chance to form a team and get to play for fun. 

Offers! 

 free 
 sporting refreshment
 opportunity to play in an intercultural team
 participate in picnic  after the match
 participate in walking tour in 

Register

Venue: 

ul. Maślaków 1, 02

29 

th MIVA Football Match 

Kick off time: 

Foundation for Somalia is organising another 
activities (MIVA) project. We are inviting six Poles
both male and female will have the chance to form a team and get to play for fun. 

free MIVA jersey for each player
sporting refreshments 
opportunity to play in an intercultural team
participate in picnic  after the match
participate in walking tour in a 

Register here to reserve your jersey

Venue: Park of Culture in Powsin

ul. Maślaków 1, 02

20

MIVA Football Match 

ime: 9:00 - 16

is organising another football match as part of the migrant integration through volunteering 
We are inviting six Poles (6) and six foreigners

both male and female will have the chance to form a team and get to play for fun. 

for each player to take home after the match

opportunity to play in an intercultural team 
participate in picnic  after the match 

 botanical garden 

to reserve your jersey size before May 25, 2021

Park of Culture in Powsin

ul. Maślaków 1, 02-973 Warsaw

2021 

MIVA Football Match 

16:00 

football match as part of the migrant integration through volunteering 
and six foreigners (6) to join this intercultural football match where 

both male and female will have the chance to form a team and get to play for fun.  

to take home after the match  (come with your soccer boots 

before May 25, 2021 

Park of Culture in Powsin 

973 Warsaw 

 

MIVA Football Match  

football match as part of the migrant integration through volunteering 
to join this intercultural football match where 

come with your soccer boots and soccer pants)

football match as part of the migrant integration through volunteering 
to join this intercultural football match where 

) 


